1. The union density figures (the number of union members divided by the nonagricultural employment) tells a somewhat different story. Union density increased from the 1930s to the end of the 1950s and then slowly declined, with the steepest declines occurring after 1980.
Betting on New Forms of Worker Organization

Dorothy Sue Cobble
I have always admired labor organizers, in part because their long hours and incredible ability to listen, engage, and sympathize with people from every political persuasion make it possible for the labor movement to survive. I do not envy them, however, particularly at this moment in history. They often find themselves in untenable situations, faced with impossible moral and political dilemmas. As one Harvard Union of Clerical and Technical Worker organizer from the Tufts University campaign -where the union recently lost an election -explained to me in January 2010, "You can't win an election without employer neutrality. Yet you can't get neutrality without making concessions you don't want to make."
That is part of why I support the Employee Free Choice Act (EFCA): it aims to return responsibility for securing employer neutrality to the federal government, which will make it easier for workers to unionize and secure decent contracts. However, the charge for this Up for Debate exchange is not to defend or criticize EFCA. Nor is it to engage in "future think" about whether EFCA will come up for a congressional vote or -in what would be a surprising break from the past sixty-five years -pass. Given the volatile political climate in which we live, I appreciate this wise decision on the part of the editors. We would all do well to take a deep breath and hold off on rash political predictions, at least for a moment or two, whether it is hailing the triumphant return of the New Deal or pronouncing yet again the demise of labor.
Rather, Labor editors have asked first for reflection on the centrality of labor law reform in explaining the shifting fortunes of the U.S. labor movement. These fortunes, as measured by overall union membership figures, include the rise of organized labor from the 1930s to the end of the 1970s, when union membership peaked at 20 million, and its steady decline since 1980.
1 A second and related question for con-
sideration is whether and to what degree labor law reform might redress the current organizing problems confronting U.S. labor. In the spirit of these directives, I focus initially on the rise and fall of contract unionism, or that group of workers with collective bargaining agreements, which is currently 8 percent of the private-sector labor force and 41 percent of the public-sector labor force, or 13.6 percent of all wage and salaried workers. The enormous and widening gulf between private-and public-sector contract coverage -what economist Paula Voos called in the New York Times a "sad commentary on the ability of private sector workers to unionize" -means that, for the first time in U.S. history, the majority of workers covered by collective bargaining agreements work for the government. Yet my analysis throughout this essay is informed by the growth of an "other" labor movement outside the tent of collective bargaining. This other movement shares the traditional labor movement's goals of raising the living standards and status of working people, but it pursues these goals relying principally on mechanisms other than contract unionism. For example, community-based immigrant-worker centers, estimated by Janice Fine to have multiplied from 5 in 1992 to 140 in 2006, offer legal advice, education, and institutional support for low-wage immigrant-worker political and economic collective advocacy; none to my knowledge have signed contracts with employers.
3 Additional examples of the other labor movement abound: the livingwage campaigns that have resulted in new ordinances in more than 120 local governments; the thousands of immigrant marchers and their allies who thronged the streets on May Day 2006 and again on May Day 2010, pressing for political and labor rights; and the rise of professional, staff, and occupational associations such as the Freelancers' Union, the 140,000 -member New York-based group offering portable health insurance and other forms of mutual aid to contingent white-collar workers. 4 As labor historians who often teach about the great eight-hour strikes of the nineteenth century, the immigrant-oriented settlement houses of the early twentieth century, and the unemployed councils of the early 1930s, it is this larger labor movement that we usually have in mind. The labor movement has never been synonymous with collective bargaining, and it is important to distinguish the rise and fall of collectivebargaining unionism from the rise and fall of the labor movement.
At present, the vast majority of today's other labor movement exists outside the traditional labor bodies, including the AFL-CIO and Change to Win. Yet the line separating the traditional and the nontraditional labor movements is slowly eroding. Anyone who supports the political and economic goals of organized labor, for example, can join Working America, "the community affiliate of the AFL-CIO," founded in 2003. More than 2 million have, according to its director Karen Nussbaum, with most of these "working-class moderates" signing up in the two years preceding the 2008 presidential election. 5 In 2005, the AFL-CIO decided to allow independent local unions to affiliate directly with it after almost a half-century hiatus. 6 In 2006, the AFL-CIO also signed a historic agreement with the National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON), encouraging its member organizations to join AFL-CIO state federations and central labor councils. 7 More recently, the Laborers International Union, a member of Change to Win, in partnership with worker centers in New Jersey and New York, chartered two new mixed local unions, composed of union and But let us return to the question of how much labor law is to blame for the dire straits in which the traditional labor movement finds itself. As any casual observer knows, there is more than enough blame to go around. The culprits include that sizable group of U.S. employers who, in the 1970s and 1980s, having bided their time for decades, constrained not by law but by public opinion, successfully toppled one mighty industrial union after another through the use of permanent striker replacements. In addition, one could point to a myriad of other unfortunate changes in the external environment: post -World War II employment shifts away from organized sectors and regions of the economy; the chill of McCarthyism and the breakup of the left-liberal coalition; technological changes eroding worker skill and power; the rise of a more sophisticated welfare capitalism with its promise of cross-training, employability, and peer management; and, last but not least, the move toward deregulated and globally competitive markets. Then, of course, there is the action or inaction of the labor movement itself.
In short, labor's decline cannot be pinned on any single factor, labor law or any other. Nor will its revitalization be spurred by attention to any single factor. There is no silver bullet, and the sooner we stop looking for one, the better our analysis of the problem will be. Put another way, I agree with William E. Forbath in Law and the Shaping of the American Labor Movement that labor law is not merely epiphenomenal or "reflective" but "constitutive."
10 Yet in my view, Forbath ends up overemphasizing the shaping force of the law. Labor law is always inseparable from and intertwined with other forces and factors.
Historically, labor law has both followed from and sparked labor organizing. The specific language of the Wagner Act as well as its actual passage cannot be understood without attention to the widespread strikes for union recognition that marked the 1930s, including the massive general strikes of 1934, as well as the years of protests and endless meetings, large and small, clandestine and public, that preceded these uprisings. At the same time, the extent and character of the 1930s labor upsurge was heavily influenced by the enactment of the Norris-LaGuardia Act in 1932, under the Hoover presidency, which restricted court injunctions against mass picketing, secondary boycotts, and recognition strikes; the passage of section 7 of the 1933 National Recovery Act, encouraging the organization of labor as well as capital; and the 1937 Supreme Court ruling that upheld the Wagner Act and legitimized the nation's commitment, codified in the language of the act, to achieving "actual liberty of contract" and "full freedom of association" through "good faith bargaining" between parties of relative equality.
11
Similarly, labor law both inspired and followed from the self-organization of government workers. The passage of the first state statute in Wisconsin in 1959, President Kennedy's 1962 executive order encouraging the collective organization of federal employees, and the subsequent flood of enabling legislation in numerous states and municipalities across the country in the late 1960s and 1970s all spurred unionization. Yet, in a replay of the 1930s, the enactment of public-sector labor laws occurred in a context of worker unrest, and the large-scale growth of public-sector unionism rested to a great degree on its connections to the civil rights movement and, later, the women's movement. 12 It is impossible to know the extent of labor organizing that would have occurred in either the private or the public sector absent enabling labor legislation, but the history of unionism since the early 1930s suggests to me that significant worker self-organization can occur without the benefit of supportive labor legislation. In the private sector, as noted earlier, considerable worker organization was already under way before the Wagner Act was upheld in 1937. Furthermore, according to Richard Freeman's estimates, more workers were organized through recognition strikes during the 1934 -39 organizing spurt than through National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) elections. 13 Similarly, large numbers of government workers organized before they had a legal right to do so. Consider such crucial struggles as the 1968 Memphis garbage strike, the breakthrough battle for the American, State, County and Municipal Employees' subsequent successful organizing in the South. It began as a wildcat strike and was settled successfully not because of legal pressure but because Martin Luther King Jr.'s death focused the attention of the world on Memphis.
14 Of equal significance, union growth among government employees has continued despite the substan- tial weaknesses in public-sector labor legislation. Public-sector labor statutes routinely place severe limits on workers' right to strike as well as on the scope of bargaining: as Joe McCartin recently pointed out, public-sector unions failed in their efforts to pass a public-sector federal law with rights comparable to the Wagner Act.
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EFCA and the Revitalization of the U.S. Labor Movement
The passage of EFCA would certainly be an occasion for celebration. But in the absence of other transformations, its impact will be limited. First, as the foregoing account of the rise of contract unionism suggests, labor law reform is at most one leg of the stool. It is helpful, and at times even crucial to growing the movement, but it cannot spark widespread labor organizing or bear the weight of labor revitalization by itself.
Second, because EFCA does not challenge the outmoded industrial framework of the Wagner Act, its impact will be largely felt by a declining minority of U.S. workers. The 1935 Wagner Act was passed to ensure the organizing of mass production workers, the majority of whom were in full-time, long-tenure jobs with clearly defined tasks and an identifiable employer. The act defined "employee" narrowly, and, subsequent court decisions and legislative amendments to the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) further circumscribed who was eligible for protection. Currently, the NLRA exempts some one-third of the private-sector labor force. Excluded are domestic and agricultural workers and the rising number of professionals, managers, independent contractors, supervisors, or anyone with supervisory responsibility, including in one infamous NLRB ruling -also the subject of a hilarious Colbert Report -staff nurses. In addition, although the initial Wagner Act made some exceptions for certain groups of nonfactory workers, allowing prehire agreements and other nonelection procedures in industries without a stable workforce -think musicians who play one-night stands or construction workers -these exceptions have largely disappeared, leaving the contingent and mobile workforce, another growing sector, without suitable mechanisms for gaining collective bargaining rights. Lastly, the erosion of labor's economic rights, including restrictions on secondary economic actions that are in truth primary, makes it almost impossible for workers to organize in small retail, trucking, and service establishments and in industries with multiple contractors.
U.S. labor movement needs to think of labor law reform as part of a broader strategy for revitalization. Labor law reform needs to be part of a larger vision for how the labor movement can reclaim its rightful place as an institution dedicated to representing the needs of all workers and contributing to the social good. As I have argued elsewhere, there is no quick fix. Fundamental questions need rethinking: who is a worker, what are the needs of the twenty-first-century workforce, and what are the means by which these diverse desires can be realized? 17 The answers to these questions will be only partially the same as they were for the New Deal generation. There will be discontinuities as well as continuities. Certainly, standard-of-living issues will remain central, but other issues may emerge as equally pressing.
18 Such sacred union principles as seniority or homogeneity of treatment may not always turn out to be the best routes to security, equality, and dignity. Indeed, collective bargaining unionism itself may not be the primary mechanism by which workers sustain and institutionalize their collective power. In 2010, the U.S. labor movement experienced a historic shift: for the first time in U.S. history, contract unionism was found primarily among government workers. It is possible that another historic shift is under way: the rise of a new labor movement in which multiple forms of worker power flourish and noncontract unionism comes to be the norm. In that way, the twenty-first-century labor movement will look more like the labor movement of the nineteenth century than that of the twentieth century.
Yet none of this can be fully figured out ahead of time. What can happen, however, is a commitment by the labor movement and its allies not to be wedded to a single reform or a single model of unionism. Social movements are not willed from above; they emerge from below in response to contradictions and frustrations and hope. The most that the organized labor movement can do is be honest about the limitations of the power of any single reform, identify and support worker selforganization where it is occurring, open its arms wide to groups that share its broad political and economic goals, regardless of whether they are seeking union contracts, and think deeply about how worker institutions, including ones already built, can be structured to encourage democracy, creativity, and solidarity.
